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             OVERVIEW

The last word in Project Finance 
Modelling training delivered by Nick 

Crawley over two engaging, 100% 
hands-on, days. You will build and 

take away a complete project finance 
model. The case study includes 
extracts from key contracts and  

represents a realistic scenario of 
project finance transaction modelling. 

OUR PRINCIPALS DELIVER THE TRAINING

Your course is delivered by Nick Crawley, a principal of Vector and 20-year 
veteran in the specialised world of project finance modelling. Fomerly 
a project finance banker, Nick founded Navigator Project Finance and 
co-founded Corality.  In banking Nick financed projects in power, mining, 
energy, transport and infrastructure sectors. As a consultant Nick has 
been responsible for modelling or auditing hundreds of models including 
the world’s largest solar project, the first off-shore wind farm, the Qantas/
Emirates alliance, and most Australian infrastructure deals. Nick, a 
professional Board Director,  started as a Theoretical Astrophysicist in London 
and has been modelling projects since 1996.

ALPHA SPREEDSHEET ENGINEERING

Great financial modelling is not about being an Excel nerd, in fact that 
often results in a confusing and risky model. It is about understanding 
requirements of the various stakeholders and finding elegant transparent 
solutions that deliver confidence in significant investment decisions. We 
do this using Alpha Spreadsheet Engineering which is a fusion of best 
practice modelling, agile development, UX (user experience) and test-driven-
development concepts.

As a professional financial modelling consultancy, Vector hunts down 
spreadsheet errors; this is reflected in our training courses. Accordingly, our 
courses promote elegant, transparent and where necessary sophisticated 
use of relatively basic components of Excel.

Participants will build a complete 
Greenfield project finance model 

whilst learning the essential tips and 
tricks critical to this niche area of 
financial modelling. We focus on 

working efficiently, analysis, testing and  
making changes - just like on a deal.

THE PERFECT LEARNING ENVIRONMENT

Effective learning happens in small, inclusive, informal groups where 
questions are welcomed and learning outcomes are shared. You will engage 
in a realistic two-day case study on your own laptop, building your own 
model. We know that slides send people to sleep - so we train by application 
and discussion over two intense, collaborative, days. 

To ensure an unbeatable learning experience the course is also faciliated 
by Vector principal, Ben Buckland. Ben is an expert problem solver, 
communicator and modeller in his own right. 

 KEY LEARNING OUTCOMES

EFFICIENCY

FLEXIBILITYTRUST

TRANSPARENCY

TESTING

 Build your own complete Project Finance financial model.

Understand and use the key Project Finance ratios.

Create and test a transparent Debt Service Reserve Account.

Develop an advanced scenario management  framework.

Build and de-bug integrated three way financial statements.

Heavy focus on cashflow seniorities and timing.

Model the terminology and nuances of key contracts.

Improve your best practice modelling and Excel productivity.

Minimise errors and learn how to spot them quickly.
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07 SCENARIOS

The main reason we build a model - 
so let’s make scenarios work hard. 
We create sophsiticated scenario 
reports and assess scenario deltas 
and rapid sense-checking

•  Develop a scenario manager

•  Incorporate time-based scenarios

• “All scenearios - All the time”

• Global error checks

•  Harness 1D and 2D data tables

06 INTEGRATED FINANCIALS

Three way integrated financial 
statements are crucial to any 
transaction model . We build 
integrated financial statements, 
from first principles and update as 
new aspects are added.

•  Detailed cashflow waterfall

•  P&L and Balance Sheet

•  Control accounts

•  Error trapping and de-bugging

05 EQUITY & INVESTORS

Appraise the project from the 
perspective of an equity investor, 
focussing on extracting value from 
the project. 

•  Project return 

•  Equity return 

•  Dividend payout policy

•  Discuss: The impact of lock-up

•  Discuss: Shareholder loans

04 PROJECT FINANCE RATIOS

Thoroughly work through the key 
project finance ratios - from first 
principles. - from definition, intention 
and market nuances.

•  Debt Service Cover Ration (DSCR)

•  Loan Life Cover Ratio (LLCR)

•  Project Life Cover Ratio (PLCR)

•  Trends and rules of thumb

•  Discuss: Common errors

03 DEBT REPAYMENT

Service the repayment facility using 
a range of approaches as well as 
reserve the scheduled payments. 
Discuss future re-financing and the 
impact of sweep payments.

•  Credit foncier from first principles

•  Sculpt to a target DSCR

•  Debt Service Reserve Account

•  Interest rate hedging

•  Discuss: Withholding tax and PRI

02 FINANCING

Project funding with drawdowns 
on a construction facility which is 
refinanced at Completion and equity 
drawdowns made pro-rata.

•  Drawdown and refinance

•  IDC, upfront and commitment fees

•  Sources and Uses table

•  DSRA and facility limit sizing

• How to handle the Contingency

01 CONSTRUCTION

Project financings usually have 
multiple phases which need to be 
dynamic and incorporate delays. We 
start with Construction and cover. 

•  The key terms of an EPC

•  Using a construction S-curve

•  Setting up cost schedules

•  Incorporating a contingency

•  Discuss LD’s and over-runs

08 BEST PRACTICE EXCEL

The best practice part of Alpha 
ensures consistency and clear 
presentation. Cover the essential 
parts needed for a transparent and 
easily checked financial model.

•  Workbook/worksheet architecture

•  Formula structure

•  Range name protocol

•  Use of Styles for consistency

•  Units and annotation

“Project finance modelling is not 
Excel, it is about mapping contracts 
and risk mechanisms into a 
transparent and flexibile framework 
which can be readily updated and 
checked.  Simplicity underwrites 
confidence and is a key tenent of 
our approach to project modelling.”
NICK CRAWLEY, PRINCIPAL, TRAINER
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         “Nick draws upon his transaction 
experience to develop models that help 

decision makers improve risk allocation 
and structure, making their deals more 

resilient in the face of real-world adversity.  
This skill-set is passionately transferred 
into Vector’s training courses with Nick’s 

benchmark resume for training, globally.”
Paul Finn, Former Global Head of Project Finance, ANZ

“Nick has set the industry benchmark in tier one Financial Modelling 
Training for over a decade. His structured, friendly and patient approach 
along with his depth of knowledge ensures that all participants learn 
techniques that will stay with them throughout their career. Nick 
understands the challenges of major firms and their requirement for 
efficient and accurate financial modelling; a context that makes the 
training even more useful. I highly recommend Vector’s training to any 
finance professional.” 
Chris Holman, Partner, Azure Capital 

“I’ve worked with Nick since 2001 - his 
approach to project finance modelling has 
always ensured teams have both the best 

possible tool and confidence throughout the 
transaction. This is achieved through a focus 

on transparency and sheer experience. Nick’s 
reputation, amongst Australian financiers, for 

professionalism and skill is remarkable.”

Jason Willoughby 
Senior Energy Project Financier 

Events are run in central CBD 
locations and run for two days. 
We limit participants to ensure 

a quality learning environment.  
We also offer in-house and 
tailored training; check our 

website for schedule and FAQ.

“Good project finance modelling is a skill; great project finance modelling 
is an art.  Nick has mastered the art of great project finance modelling over 
a stellar career in both modelling and structuring deals.  His friendly and 
sharing attitude, combined with deal experience make his training courses 
the best available. 

Nick’s ability to turn a complex situation into a simple solution is an 
invaluable asset. Everything Nick recommends is considered and backed up 
by war stories from the front-line.”

Neil MacDonald Head of Corporate Finance, Klesch Group 
Former Head of Project Finance, Asia Pacific, JP Morgan

BOOKING INFORMATION

EFFICIENCY

EXPERIENCESHARING

TRANSPARENCY

TESTING

Take advantage of our introductory offer - A$1,500+GST for 2017 events. 
2% of your booking fee will be donated to charity - find out more on our website. 

Schedule   VectorFinancialModelling.com.au/Training 
Event FAQ VectorFinancialModelling.com.au/Training-FAQ

Learn more about us at VectorFinancialModelling.com.au 

Book with Nick directly on 0416 215 581 or email Nick@VectorFinancialModelling.com.au
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